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Abstract—Human motion has multifarious meanings that can be recognized using a facial detection machine. This article aims to explore body motion recognition to explain the relationship between students’ motions and their achievement, as well as teachers’ responses to students’ motions, and especially to negative ones. Students’ motions can be identified according to three categories; facial expression, hand gestures, and body position and movement. Facial expression covers four categories, namely, contempt, fear, happiness, and sadness. Contempt is used to express conflicted feelings, fear to express unpleasantness, happiness to express satisfaction, and sadness to express that the environment is uncomfortable. Hand gestures can likewise be grouped into four categories: conversational gestures, controlling gestures, manipulative gestures, and communicative gestures. Conversational gestures refer to communicative gestures. Controlling gestures refer to vision-based interface communications, like the ones popular in current technology. Manipulative gestures refer to ones used in human interaction with virtual objects. Communicative gestures relate to human interaction, and therefore involve the field of psychology. Body position and movement also can be classified into four categories, namely: leaning forward, leaning backward, correct posture, and physical relocation. Leaning forward happens when a user is working with a high level of concentration. Leaning backward occurs when a user has been highly concentrated on work for several hours, and needs a break or change. Correct posture is the sign of an enjoyable working position which involves sitting in a free and relaxed manner. Movement refers to a change to the student’s sitting location, reflecting some inadequacy of the learning environment.

Teachers can anticipate changes of students’ emotions by good learning design, teaching metacognitive skills, self-regulated performance, exploratory talks, mastery approach/avoidance, using hybrid learning environments, and controlling
space within classrooms. Teachers’ responses to students’ motions will be explored in this article.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Human emotion can be recognized through body movements and dynamical gestures [1]. In the academic context, emotions have an effect on students’ learning and achievement that is mediated by attention, self-regulation, cognitive resources, and motivation [2]. Humans’ bodies will naturally react to convenient or inconvenient environments, just as they will to interesting or uninteresting situations. A fundamental of humans’ body motions will change in appearance in order to respond an action based on its emotion [3].

Teachers, in their role as mediators in the classroom [4], should pay careful attention to student’s emotions. Students’ emotions can be detected by looking at their visible expressions. [5] showed that posture prediction can be computed in a few seconds based on sub-zone volume, zone differentiation, collision avoidance, and reduced target set. The computation based on sub-zone volume focuses on the approach of zone volume and ignore the avatar volume, zone differentiation emphasizes the sphere of constraints that relate to the zone avoidance, collision avoidance concerns to the calculation of zone volume, and reduced target set is the probability of reaching a target. During the teaching-learning process, astute teachers will become aware of both the positive and negative emotions of students. Teachers have to change their teaching methods or take other remedial action to stimulate positive student emotions if they perceive physical cues from their students indicating negative emotions. This article aims to explore body motion recognition, the relationship between motions and students’ achievement, and teachers’ responses to students’ motions.

II. LITERATUR REVIEW

A. Recognition of Students’ Motions

Visualization is the easiest way to present data so as to make it perceptible and engage human sensory systems [6]. Data is any sort of information, ranging from news, stories, and maps to other resources, and is generated every day. Images are meant to be representations of data. [7] state that the Phase Congruency-based model of images is a reliable tool for recognizing emotions. [8] explored facial expression recognition using deep conspicuous neural networks based on seven basic facial expressions; anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. Only four facial expressions; contempt, fear, happiness and sadness, were recognized well. [1] analyzed 240 items of gesture data from the Human-Machine Interaction Network on Emotion (HUMAINE), in which human emotional states were classified into eight types, namely; anger, despair, interest, pleasure, sadness, irritation, joy and pride. Four of these eight emotions, anger, joy, pleasure, and sadness, were further investigated by [1]. Negative emotions (anger and sadness) were ambiguous, as were positive emotions (joy and pleasure), but the movements generated by positive emotions were observed to be more expansive than those associated with negative emotions.

Technologies that can detect human gestures are widely available. [9] recognized hand gestures through an artificial neural network (ANN), template matching, hidden Markov models (HMMs), and dynamic time warping (DTW). Another type of equipment popular for detecting the actions of the human body is a Kinect sensor. Kinect is widely-known as the set of tools the Xbox 360 game console (released in 2010) uses to allow players to control games using gestures and spoken commands [10]. Kinect sensors work using an RGB camera, depth sensors and a multi-array microphone to capture movement in three dimensions. The depth sensors use an infrared laser projector combined with a monochrome CMOS sensor.
The accuracy of gesture detection is beyond dispute. [11] stated that feature-based faces can be detected with 98% accuracy using local orientation histograms (LOH). The same assumption is also stated by [12], who found that the stochastic context-free grammar (SFCG) system can detect 10 gestures recorded in video frames (swipe right, swipe left, swipe up, swipe down, horizontal wave, vertical wave, circle, point, palm up and fist) with over 94% accuracy. [13] stated that full body movement can be recognized using Rivers-Gesture Description Language (R-GDL), such that all human movements can be detected with between 91% and 100% accuracy. Similar results, in the form of a 91% detection accuracy rate, were obtained using Microsoft Kinect by [14].

B. Motions on Student’s Achievement

The human body has different ways of responding to convenient and inconvenient environments, using its posture to express emotions. [15] stated that “usually, the posture we subconsciously adopt to match certain moods is temporary, but in some cases, it persists if the emotional state is habitual. Consider the posture of a person who is grieving, or the muscle tone of a person who is angry” (p. 38). [16] stated that slight head turns and other head poses can express emotions. In addition, hand gestures can be recognized as human expressions. Hands give signals related to the body’s movement, reduce reliance on sound in noisy environments, and can be scaled and broken down into meaningful movements. [9] stated that static hand gesture can be classified into four categories; conversational gestures, controlling gestures, manipulative gestures, and communicative gestures. Conversational gestures refer to communicative gestures. These are useful in noisy environments, reducing the reliance on sound, and are also suitable for communication with and between disabled persons. Controlling gestures, in contrast, refer to vision-based interfaces that are so popular in current technologies. Some technologies use gesture controlled applications to control machines or remove virtual objects, while other gestures involve navigating. Manipulative gestures relate to human interaction using virtual objects. Communicative gestures relate to human interaction, and therefore involve the field of psychology. [17] analyzed primitive dynamic motion based on four different styles; neutral, happy, angry and sad, and showed that primitive motions corresponded to four actions; raising the arm, lowering the arm, knocking, and retracting. After removing the individual motion bias, the recognition of motion was recognized with a significant level of accuracy. The position and meaningful movement of hand gestures is important for their categorization. [18] developed a measurement system and showed that static hand gesture might not actually be a reliably consistent way of accurately recognizing emotions. Therefore, the choice of a given application, hand motion trajectory (hand shape and position features), and choice of recognizers should all be considered.

Human-level expression recognition is achievable with machine learning technology in real life [19]. [20] stated that the angles of joints relative to the human body’s position can be detected using a skeleton analysis. For instance, these postures can be observed this way: leaning forward, leaning backward, and correct posture. Sitting in front of a computer for long hours without interruption and inappropriate workstation environments make for poor sitting posture. This can be interpreted as the human body changing its sitting position, indicating the environment is inconvenient. Leaning forward to express that one is working with a high level of concentration, leaning backward to show that one has been highly concentrated on work for several hours, and correct posture to indicate one is in an enjoyable working position. Of course, this analysis has limitations. For instance, camera position is constrained, and a clear workstation environment is required for accurate observation, but this is still fertile ground for further investigation. Spontaneous emotion has high impact on human-computer interaction, education, psychology, and psychiatry [21].
argued the role of emotions in the learning environment is not so much about how to let students have a feel-good experience, but rather they represent the psycho-socio-emotional glue that leads student to forge their way into new areas that reflect, and indeed allow them to practice, their skills and capabilities. It makes sense that students will either move forward or regress as a reaction to the learning process. This assumption relates to the work of [23], who found a statistically significant relationship between the students’ locations in the classroom and their attendance and educational achievements. Students sitting at the front of the class tended to be more motivated, and interacted with teachers more than their classmates did. [24] found no effect of seat location on exam scores in a Biology class, but found that the opposite was true for a Physics class, in which seat location had an effect [25]. This situation has been found to also happen in higher education settings with older students. [24] found that students who sat in the front of the lecture hall had higher GPAs than ones who sat at the back. [26] stated that the seating locations of higher education students had a significant impact on the students’ performance, but this effect was less pronounced in teamwork class courses and classes where teachers employed good teaching practices.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Teachers, when facing inconvenient learning environments, have to take urgent action to stimulate students’ emotions. A boredom or negative emotion in relation to academics has a significant effect on student performance. Such effects, and indeed the emotions underlying them, can be reduced using a motivational regulation skill that is called metacognitive skill [27]; [2]. [28] stated that well-designed learning materials and round face-like shapes with warm colors induced positive emotions in situations related to the learning process. [29] argued that self-regulated performance has a positive effect on strategic knowledge. Students given a faded manuscript were capable of finding out the answers to question by themselves. [30] stated that exploratory talks improve group reasoning, and social reasoning, in turn, can improve individual reasoning capability. Teachers can teach by using exploratory talks to lead students to improve their skills as they transfer knowledge to their peer group. [31] state that mastery approach/avoidance can predict achievement goals and academic performance, with these effects being mediated by emotions, pride, and hope. Emotion can also be stimulated using technology. [32] argue that synchronous hybrid learning environments are correlated to students’ control, values, emotions, and perceived success in terms of achieving goals and technology use. Another tack teachers can employ involves changing sitting positions or giving enough space to each student to assist them to feel free to express opinions. [33] explained how space within classrooms stimulates students’ imagination, and pointed to the importance of creating convenient learning environments by controlling light, color, sound, and micro-climate. Visual environments also stimulate students’ creativity. Based on the analysis above, the relationships between motion recognition and teacher response can be conceptualized as depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Levels of human body response

There are three areas, or zones, related to human body responses. Zone A relates to facial expression, zone B relates to hand
gestures, and zone C relates to body position and movements. Zone A indicates the lowest level of response, as indicated by expression, to the environment. Students express their feelings, like: contempt, fear, happiness, sadness or other expressions indicating their mood and feeling. Rotating the head indicates thinking process and nodding is used to express agreeing and understanding [16]. Other head motions are used to express feelings, too. Sometimes someone changes the sound of his or her voice to express a feeling [15] and an inconsistent tone can show unstable thinking or confusion.

Zona B refers to hand gestures, and comprises what might be called middle level responses to the environment. For example, students will raise their hands to ask questions or give answers. Swipe left and Swipe down were he first recognized detections, followed by Swipe Right, Circle, Point and Fist [12]. The four basic categories of hand gestures are conversational gestures, controlling gestures, manipulative gestures, and communicative gestures [9]. Conversational gestures can be used when reacting to noisy environments, to ask someone to perform an action, to reduce the requirement for sound, and for other conversational purposes in daily communication. Conversational gestures are suitable for disabled communication, to explain ideas or to ask someone to perform an action [17]. Controlling gestures have become especially popular in the last decade as technology has developed. Gesture-based applications are now used to control mobile phones, open virtual objects, and perform other navigational functions. Manipulative gestures have been used in practice in teaching virtual classes, virtual libraries, for medical procedures and to handle patients, and for other applications related to virtual objects. Communicative gestures relate to human cultural interaction, and therefore involve the study of psychology and practical communications. The most familiar actions, when it comes to communication gestures, have been found to be raising the arm, lowering the arm, knocking, and retracting [17].

Zone C represents a high-level response to the environment in the form of an action or body movement. Students will change their sitting position, indicating their feeling toward the environment. For instance, leaning forward expresses a high level of motivation toward the learning process, while leaning backward shows that they need a break or it is time to change to other material, while a correct posture position indicates they feel comfortable to study. In this way, spontaneous emotion can describe the education process [21]. The role of emotions in the learning environment is not so much about how to make students feel good during the experience, but emotions are more properly seen as indicator behaviors [22]. Hence, students will move forward in the classroom to get a clearer explanation of the material or they move back a little bit to avoid taking part in the learning process. This condition cannot be assumed to hold for all classes and all subjects, however, because it will not necessarily happen in situations where good teaching practice is implemented in class or in teamwork class courses [26].

Teachers can anticipate overcoming the inconvenient learning environment by preparing, and specifically by devoting their attention to seven steps, namely: designing learning well, teaching metacognitive skills, self-regulated performance, exploratory talks, mastery approach/avoidance, hybrid learning environments, and space within classrooms. An interesting learning environment can be prepared using good materials, assorted games, and colorful presentation, that, taken together, induce positive emotions [28]. Metacognitive skill teaching should be provided in relation to motivational regulation, aimed at identifying and implementing effective strategies by which to create positive emotional states in students and facilitate their academic performance [27]. Self-regulated performance guides students to find detailed materials and answers to practical questions. Clear instruction is important, a prerequisite to supporting students’ performance and something that promotes their learning independently [29].
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Exploratory talk is effective to stimulate peer-learning and to help students understand materials in a deep way that will be transferred to classmates, or to give feedback [29]; [30]. Mastery approach/avoidance relates to goal orientation and goal avoidance [31]. Students will be engaged in their learning if they know the final goal and avoid goal disturbance. This goal should be clearly explained at the beginning of learning to pique students’ interest and attract their motivation. Hybrid learning environments relate to the synchronization of learning environments and technology use. Technology can be used to describe goals and to help students to reach those goals. Space within the classrooms refers to the spatial layout and setting of the classroom, and how comfortable it is to learn there. Students’ imaginations are stimulated when they have enough space to play, and can partake in games or other activities with classmates [33]. The room should be supported by light, color, sound, and a microclimate that enables students to explore all their capabilities.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Students’ motions have several meanings that can be recognized using a facial detection machine. The accuracy of gesture detection is relatively high. Prior research results show that in excess of 91% of human gestures and motions can be recognized using technology. Students’ motions can be identified as falling into three categories; facial expression, hand gestures, and body position and movement. The low-level response of environment expression can be indicated through head area movements. Students express their feelings like contempt, fear, happiness, and sadness. They also express agreeing and understand changes in the tones of sounds to express feelings. The middle level responses to the environment are using hand gestures. Students will use their hands to respond to a question or give an answer or provide other direction in the course of communication. The four basic categories of hand gestures are conversational gestures, controlling gestures, manipulative gestures, and communicative gestures. The high-level response relates to an action or body movement. Students will physically change their sitting position to indicate their feeling. Body position and movement can be classified into four categories, namely; leaning forward, leaning backward, correct posture, and movement. Teachers can anticipate the change of students’ motions using well-designed learning, metacognitive skills, self-regulated performance, exploratory talks, mastery approach/avoidance, hybrid learning environments, and space within classrooms. An interesting learning environment can be prepared before the start of teaching, including design and learning material selection, and can be continued during the teaching process using hybrid learning environments, technology, and short games.
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